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Lab 1  Basic Synplify Run 
 
 
Objective: becoming familiar with basic features of Synplify using the 
Synplify GUI 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
After completing this lab, the user will be able to: 
 

• Build a  project: include all the HDL source files for the design, select the target 
architecture and options, compile, and synthesize the design. 
 

• Understand the log file: become familiar with the various sections and useful information 
reported in the log file. 

 
• Use HDL analyst: analyze the HDL source code, inspect the RTL and the mapped schematics, 

and cross-probe between RTL & technology schematics and the source code. 
 
Build a project, add & compile the HDL source files, and synthesize the design 
 

1. Invoke Synplify 
 

2. Create a new project 
 a. File -> New -> Project File  

Or click on the quick access button “P” 
 
3. Add HDL source files 
 a. Source -> Add Source Files 
  Or click on the quick access button “ADD”  
 

b. Go to synplify_labs\lab1\verilog or vhdl  
 

c. Select alu.v (alu.vhd) and Hdl_demo.v (Hdl_demo.vhd) & click on open 
 
Note:  Make sure that HDL_demo.v/HDL_demo.vhd (top level) is the last file in the list since Synplify 
picks the last module as the top level module for VERIOG/VHDL designs. 

 
4. Select the target architecture and options 

a. Target  -> Set Device Options 
 

Select the following options in the Set Device Options pop-up window: 
Technology: Actel 42MX 
Part:  42MX09 
Speed Grade: Std 
Fanout Guide: 16 

 
Note: Your choices are displayed under the “Target ” area in Synplify’s project window.  
 
5. Enable Symbolic FSM Compiler  

a. Click on the button next to “Symbolic FSM Compiler” 
 

Note: Make sure Resource Sharing is disabled. If it is not enabled, click in the Resource Sharing box to 
disable it 
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6. Compile and synthesize the design 
a. Click on  quick access button “RUN” 

 
Note:  Different stages are displayed in the GUI: 
 
 Compiling…Mapping…Done!  
 
Synthesis is completed when  “Done!” is displayed. 
 

Become familiar with the log file 
 

1. Open the log file 
a. Click on quick access button “View Log” 

 
 
View the log file, and answer the following questions: 
 

a. What version of  VERILOG/VHDL compiler was used for this run? ------------------ 
 

b. What version of Actel Technology mapper was used for this run? ------------------ 
 

c. How many combinational cells were used? ---------- How many “dfc1b” cells were used? -------- 
 

d. What is the estimated maximum Frequency for this design? ------------------ 
 
 
Use HDL Analyst (Technology and RTL View) to analyze your design 
 

1. Open the RTL view 
a.  HDL Analyst -> RTL view 

Or click on quick access button 
 

2. Inspect the RTL View and locate the Hierarchy Browser on the left side of  the RTL View  

 
3.    In the Hierarchy Browser click on “+” button next to “Ports” to expand on ports  
       What are the output ports in this design? ----------  

 
4. Click on output port result [7:0] and notice that this port is highlighted in the RTL View. 
 
5. In the RTL view select “alu” block by clicking on “alu”. Notice that the “alu” block 
  is now highlighted. 
 
6. Select the push/pop hierarchy button and push down the hierarchy in the alu block 

a. Click on the left mouse button when downward arrow is placed on the alu block 
 
7. Deselect the push/pop hierarchy button and select zoom-in button to zoom in the RTL view 

a. Click on the push/pop hierarchy button to deselect this button 
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b. Click on the zoom button to select and zoom-in the RTL view  
 
8. How many adders are there in the RTL View in the “alu” hierarchy?  
 
9. Deselect the zoom-in button and double click on each one of the adders in the RTL view.  Inspect   

the HDL source code that pertains to the logic for the adders. 
 
Note: - Double-clicking allows you to cross-probe between your RTL view and your source code.  

- Each time you double-click on an adder, the corresponding source code for that logic is    
highlighted in the editing window. 

 
10. Close the RTL View and the editing windows. 

 
11. In the Project window enable resource sharing 

a. Click on the button next to “Resource sharing”  
 
12. Re-run the design with resource sharing enabled. 

 
13. Open the RTL view and push in to the “alu” block.  

 
14. How many adders are there in the RTL View of the “alu” hierarchy?  

 
15. How many combinational cells are used now when resource sharing is enabled? 

 
16.  Open the Technology view  

a. HDL Analyst -> Technology view 
Or click on quick access button 

         
17.  Locate the “clk_pad” instance in the Technology view 
       Hint: Use the Hierarchy Browser in the Technology view 
 
18.  Select and view all the cells that are driven by the output of  “clk_pad” in the Technology view 

a. Click on the net that is connected to output of “clk_pad” 
b. Click on the right mouse button to open the pop-up menu 
c. Select “ Select Net Instances”  
d. Filter all the selected cells by clicking on the quick access filter button 

 
19. What is the fanout for the “clk_y” net which is the output of the clk_pad? ---------- 
Hint: You can simply count the number of cells in the filtered view 
 
20. Deselect the filter button 
 
21. Deselect the selected cells by clicking on an empty space in the RTL View 

 
22. Locate the “op_code [2]” instance and double-click on this cell.  
Inspect the section of your HDL source code that corresponds to this cell. 
 
22.  What type of reset mechanism is used for this cell (asynchronous or synchronous)? ----------   
Hint: Inspect the HDL source code and then inspect the technology view 

 
23. In the Hierarchy Browser, select “op_code[1]” instance. 
 
24. Zoom-in on this instance and select the net connected to the output port “q” of this instance. 

 
25. Click on the right mouse button and select “Select Net Driver”. 
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26. Filter , using the filter quick access button. In the filter view you will get the “op_code[1]” and 
“op_code[2]” instances. 

 
27. Click on the right mouse button again and select “Expand”. You will see all the fanout cells that 

are connected to the opcode[1] cell. 
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Lab 2 Analyzing Critical Path and Assigning Timing 
Constraints and Attributes 

 
 
Objective: Learning how to inspect critical path and how to add timing constraints 
and attributes to impact synthesis using SCOPE (Synthesis Constraint Optimization 
Environment) and HDL, and verifying the results. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
After completing this lab, the user will be able to: 

• Inspect the critical path in a design 
• Use the Hierarchy Browser with SCOPE GUI to quickly analyze and constrain a design to 

improve performance for the design 
• Add timing constraints and attributes to HDL source code to impact synthesis 

 
Build a project, compile, and run lab2 

1. Go to directory synplify_labs\lab2 
 

2. Follow steps1 through 6 of the first section in Lab1 
 

Note: - Make sure that your design is targeting the Actel 54SX, 54SX16, part with a speed grade:STD 
    - Make sure that you disable I/O insertion by clicking in the “Disable I/O insertion” box 

- Make sure that you are adding the HDL source files from lab2 directory 
- Make sure that FSM Compiler and Resource Sharing are enabled 
- Verify that the frequency in the project window is “0” 

  
3. What is the maximum estimated frequency? 

           
4. Add timing constraints using the global frequency button in the project window 

a. In the Project window, set the global frequency to be 60MHz by entering “60” in 
            the frequency box 
5. Re-run  

 
6. Inspect the log file. What is the estimated maximum frequency now? 

 
7. From the Technology View find the connection for bit “31” of the start_value[31:0] input 
port  
How many levels of logic exist between this signal and the “start” register?  

 
Hint: locate the start_value[31:0] port and the “start” register using the Hierarchy Browser 

 
Note: The clock frequency you set in the Project window is the default frequency for all clocks in your 
design. You can set different clock frequencies for multiple clocks using the “define_clock” timing 
constraint. 
 

Inspect the critical path in your design 
 

1. Open the Technology View 
 
2. Flatten the Schematics 

a. HDL Analyst -> Flatten selected schematics 
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Note:  When doing critical path analysis, make sure that you flatten the Technology View. Not doing 
so may result in a filtered critical path with unconnected components. 
 
3. Turn on critical path highlighting 

a. HDL Analyst -> Show Critical Path 
 Or click on quick access button  
 

4. Isolate and filter the critical path 
a. click on quick access button 

 
5. From the filtered view, inspect the critical path. What block does the critical path belong to? 

 
Assign timing constraints using SCOPE 
 

1. Create a new constraint file 
a. File -> New -> Constraint File (Spreadsheet) 
b. Select the “ Inputs/Outputs” tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet. 
c. Open the RTL View and re-arrange the spreadsheet window so that you can see  

both of windows side by side 
d. Select input_delay for “Type” 
e. From the Hierarchy Browser in the RTL view, expand the ports and drag  

“start_value[31:0]” symbol in to the “Object” column in the spread sheet. 
f. Modify the object column from “start[31:0]” to “start[31]”  (to apply the  

input_delay only to bit 31) 
g. Type in “14” for the “Value” column 
h. Save the constraint file  
i. Add the new constraint file to the list of source files in the project window 
 

Note:  The added 14ns in the constraint file represent the additional delay or the valid time for start[31] 
signal. 
  
2. Re-run  
 
3. Open the Technology View and locate the “start_value[31]” signal. How many levels of logic   
        exist between this signal and the “start” register now?  Why is that? 
 
Note: The addition of the timing constraint for node start_value[31] has impacted synthesis. Since 
start_value[31] has a delay of 14ns, Synplify will optimize the path such that the logic from this signal 
to the first sequential element is minimized. 
 
4. View the critical path. What signal is the critical path originating from now?  

 
5. Why is the critical path different now? 

 
6. From the Technology View, find the signal “start[2]”. How many levels of logic exist between the 

start[2] signal and the “start” register? 
 

7. Add a “-route” delay to signal “start[2]” 
 

a. Select the “ Inputs/Outputs” tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet. 
b. Select input_delay for “Type” 
c. Type in “start_value[2]” in the object column 
d. Type in “10” in the route column 

 
Note: Adding the route of 10ns, models an estimated additional routing that is anticipated for the 
start[2] signal. 
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8. Save the constraint file 
9. Re-run 
 
10.  From the Technology View, find the signal “start[2]” again. How many levels of logic exist 

between the start[2] signal and the “start” register now? 
 

Note: Since an additional route is anticipated for the start[2] net , synthesis is affected and synplify 
automatically implement the logic such that start[2] signal is as close as possible to the “start” register  
  

 
 
Assign attributes using SCOPE 
 

1. Open the constraint file you created in the last section 
a. File ->Open 

Make sure that “Files of type” is set to “*.sdc” 
 

2. Add the “ALSPIN” attribute to your constraint file and assign a value of “48” to it 
a. Select the “Attributes” tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet 
b. Open the RTL View so that you can still see the Constraint file 
c. Expand on the “Ports” by clicking on the + next to “Ports” 
d. Drag the “clk” symbol from the hierarchy view to the “Object” column in the 

 spreadsheet 
e. Type in “ALSPIN” in the property column 
f. Assign a pin number value of 45 in the value column 
g. Save the constraint file 
 

3. Re-run 
 
4. Verify that the ALSPIN property is included in the edif netlist 

a. In the project window, double_click on “hdl_demo.edn” below “Result File” 
b.  Using the Edit menu and Find look for “ALSPIN”  
c. Verify that “(property ALSPIN (integer 45)” is included in your edif netlist 

 
Assign attributes using HDL source code 
 
If you are using VHDL go to the VHDL section, and if you are using VERILOG go to the VERILOG 
section. 
 
VHDL: 
---------- 
 
Add the “syn_noclockbuf” attribute to your HDL source code to turn-off automatic clock buffer 
instantiation 
 

1. Disable the “Disable I/O Insertion” feature 
a. Double click on the line below “Target” in the project view 
b. Click in the “Disable I/O Insertion” box in the pop-up window to disable it 
 

2. Re-run 
 
3. Inspect the Technology View and find the “clk” input port. 
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4. What type of buffer is connected to “clk”?  

 
5. Add the following to “hdl_demo.vhd” file: 
 

library synplify; 
use synplify.attributes.all 
 
 attribute syn_noclockbuf of arch1 : architecture is true; 
 
Note: - Add the line above after the architecture statement. 
 

- Most of the synthesis directives are pre-defined in  Synplicity’s attribute package. There 
is no need to declare these predefined attributes. For attributes that aren’t included in 
the attribute package the user should also include declaration for attribute.  

 
6. Re-run with the new modified HDL source code. 

 
7. Inspect the Technology View. What type of buffer is connected to “clk” now? 
 

VERILOG: 
---------------- 
 
Add the “syn_noclkbuf “ synthesis directive to your source code to turn-off automatic clock buffer 
instantiation 
 

1. Disable the “Disable I/O Insertion” feature 
c. Double click on the line below “Target” in the project view 
d. Click in the “Disable I/O Insertion” box in the pop-up window to disable it 
 

2. Re-run 
 
3. Inspect the Technology View and find the “clk” input port. 

 
4. What type of buffer is connected to “clk”?  

 
5. Add the following to hdl_demo.v file: 

 
/* synthesis syn_noclockbuf = 1 */ 

 
Note:  Add the line above to module definition for hdl_demo before the “;” 
 
6. Re-run with the new modified HDL source code. 

 
7. Inspect the Technology View. What type of buffer is connected to “clk” now? 
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Lab 3   FSM  (Finite State Machine) Compiler 
 
Objective: Learning how to encode a state machine using the different 
encoding  
styles (onehot, sequential, and gray) and verifying the effects on the performance  
and cell usage for the design 
 
 
After completing this lab, the user will be able to: 
• Specify desired encoding styles for state machines  
• Easily explore performance and cell usage for different encoding styles without changing HDL code 
 
 
Build a project, compile, and run lab3 
 

8. Go to directory synplify_labs\lab3\verilog (vhdl) 
 

9. Create a project and add the following files to your project: alu.v (alu.vhd), hdl_demo.v 
 (hdl_demo.vhd), and fsm.sdc 

 
Note: - Make sure that your design is targeting the Actel 42MX, 42MX09, part with a speed  
       grade:STD 

- Make sure that FSM Compiler and Resource Sharing are enabled 
 

10. Run Synthesis 
 
11. Inspect the log file and confirm that the state machine is extracted. 

 
12. What type of state encoding is used for the state machine?  

  
13. What is the number of Sequential Cells? 

 
14. What is the estimated maximum frequency? 

 
15. Check the number of “STATE” bits in the technology view? 

 
Change the encoding style for the state machine using SCOPE 
 
1. In the project window double_click on  fsm.sdc in the list of source files. 
 
2. Click on the “Attribute” tab at the bottom to open this page. 

 
3. Find the entry for “onehot” value and replace that with “sequential” 

 
4. Save the constraint file. 

 
5. Re-run 

 
6. What is the number of Sequential Cells now? 

 
7. What is the estimated maximum frequency now? 

 
16. Check the number of “STATE” bits in the technology view? 
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Note: An alternative way to use the “syn_encoding” attribute is to add this attribute to the HDL source 
code. The syntax for VHDL and VERILOG is as following: 
 
VHDL Syntax 
 
library synplify; 
use synplify.attributes.all; 
 
signal <state>:<type>; 
attribute syn_encoding of <state>: signal is “<sequential, onehot, gray>”; 
 
Verilog Syntax 
 
Reg[?.?] <state> /* synthesis state_machine syn_encoding =“<sequential, onehot, gray>”; 
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Lab 3 –1    RAM Inference 
 
Objective: In this lab you will encode a RAM block to get a better understanding of 
how RAMs are inferred in Synplicity. 
 
 
 
After completing this lab, the user will be able to: 
 Encode a RAM block 
 Study how Synplify handle a 32 address RAM block 

 
Version 5.0.5 of Synplicity automatically infers synchronous RAM blocks of logic.  The following is a list 
of the acceptable types of RAMs: 
 Synchronous 
 Single or Dual Port 
 Case statement definition 

Indexed array definition 
 
Xilinx Specific: 
RAM width > 1 
RAM depth > 1 
Multiple Select RAMs use TRI Mux’s 
RAM16x1s  - Single Port 
RAM16x1d  - Dual Port  
 
Sample RAM coding styles: 

Single Port VHDL example: 
 
library ieee; 
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all; 
use ieee.std_logic_signed.all; 
 
entity ramtest is 
    port (q : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
 d : in  std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
             addr  : in  std_logic_vector(2 downto 0); 
             we  : in  std_logic;  
 clk    : in  std_logic); 
end ramtest; 
 
architecture rtl of ramtest is 
    type mem_type is array (7 downto 0) of std_logic_vector (3 downto 0); 
    signal mem : mem_type; 
begin 
    q <= mem(conv_integer(addr)); 
    process (clk, we, addr) begin 
        if (clk = '1' and clk'event) then 
            if (we = '1') then 
                mem(conv_integer(addr)) <= d; 
            end if; 
        end if; 
    end process; 
end rtl; 
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Dual ported Verilog example: 
module ram16x8(z, raddr, d, waddr, we, clk); 
output [7:0] z; 
input [7:0] d; 
input [3:0] raddr, waddr; 
input we; 
input clk; 
reg [7:0] z; 
reg [7:0] mem0, mem1, mem2, mem3, mem4, mem5, mem6, mem7; 
reg [7:0] mem8, mem9, mem10, mem11, mem12, mem13, mem14, mem15; 
 
always @(mem0 or mem1 or mem2 or mem3 or mem4 or mem5 or mem6 or mem7 or 
         mem8 or mem9 or mem10 or mem11 or mem12 or mem13 or mem14 or mem15 or 
         raddr) 
begin 
 case (raddr[3:0]) 
 4'b0000: z = mem0; 
 4'b0001: z = mem1; 
 4'b0010: z = mem2; 
 4'b0011: z = mem3; 
 4'b0100: z = mem4; 
 4'b0101: z = mem5; 
 4'b0110: z = mem6; 
 4'b0111: z = mem7; 
 4'b1000: z = mem8; 
 4'b1001: z = mem9; 
 4'b1010: z = mem10; 
 4'b1011: z = mem11; 
 4'b1100: z = mem12; 
 4'b1101: z = mem13; 
 4'b1110: z = mem14; 
 4'b1111: z = mem15; 
 endcase 
end 
 
always @(posedge clk) begin 
 if(we) begin 
  case (waddr[3:0]) 
  4'b0000: mem0 = d; 
  4'b0001: mem1 = d; 
  4'b0010: mem2 = d; 
  4'b0011: mem3 = d; 
  4'b0100: mem4 = d; 
  4'b0101: mem5 = d; 
  4'b0110: mem6 = d; 
  4'b0111: mem7 = d; 
  4'b1000: mem8 = d; 
  4'b1001: mem9 = d; 
  4'b1010: mem10 = d; 
  4'b1011: mem11 = d; 
  4'b1100: mem12 = d; 
  4'b1101: mem13 = d; 
  4'b1110: mem14 = d; 
  4'b1111: mem15 = d; 
  endcase 
 end 
end 
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endmodule 

 
 

 
Build a project, compile, and run Lab3 
 

17. Go to directory synplify_labs\Lab3\verilog (vhdl) 
 
2. Open the test_ram32x2.vhd/v design file.  The ports have been provided and a skeleton structure 

of the syntax.  For the VHDL lab, a hint has been provided in the HINT subdirectory. 
 

Note: - Make sure that your design is targeting the XC4020XL, BG256, part with a speed  
       grade:-09 

- Make sure that FSM Compiler and Resource Sharing are enabled 
 

3. Run Synthesis 
 
4. Inspect the log file and confirm that the RAM is inferred. 

 
5. How does Synplify create a 32x2 block of logic when the building block is a 16 bit block?  

  
6. How does Synplify mux the blocks together ? 

 
7. Add the constraint file “ram.sdc” to the constraint file and recompile.  Check the technology 

view again to see how the logic has changed. 
 How is the RAM being inferred?______________________ 
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LAB 3: Demonstrating Synplify support for Altera (Flex) 
 
 
Objective: To Learn new SCOPE (Synthesis Constraint OPtimization Environment) 
features in Synplify. Get familiar with Altera-Flex10k features. To Learn how to 
add timing constraints and attributes to impact synthesis using SCOPE and HDL, 
and verify the results. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
After completing this lab, the user will be able to: 

• Infer RAMs  
• Use some of the  SCOPE features 
• Add constraints to lock pins 
• Observe use of Altera architectural features such as implementing  logic in EABs and LPM 

instantiation 
 
The following design comprises of an ALU block with an eight-bit 2-word data cache. The target frequency 
is 80 MHz. The ALU gets its operands from the data cache and performs eight basic functions. There is 
also a 12*8 unsigned MULTIPLIER in the design. 
 
Build a project, compile, and run 

18. Go to directory VHDL_Training\altera_lab\vhdl\ 
 

19. Open project file top.prj OR follow the steps below: 
 
Note: - Make sure that your design is targeting the 10k30etc144, part with a speed grade:-1 
 - Enable cliquing option for altera 

-Add the files top.vhd, multiply.vhd and product.vhd. (top.vhd is the top level which must be the 
last file in the Project file list) 

          - Make sure that FSM Compiler and Resource Sharing are enabled 
          - Verify that the frequency in the project window is “0” 

  
20. Run the project. 
 
21. Examine the Resource Usage Report in the log file: 

 How many Register bits are used? _______________ 
 How many RAM cells are used? __________________ 

 
22. Edit the top.vhd file and make the following changes: 

 Line 15: Change MAX_ADDR from 1 to 63 
 Line 18: Change a_size from 1 to 6 

 
23. Re-run the project. 
 
24. Examine the Resource Usage Report in the log file: 

 How many Register bits are used? _______________ 
 How many logic resources are used in the design?_________ 
 What is size of RAM inferred? ________________ 

 
25. Create a new constraints file: 

 File->New 
 From the new window, select Constraint File (SCOPE) 

 
Or  
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 Click on the quick access button  
 
 
 

 On the Initialize New Constraint File window, select Clocks  
              and Inputs/Outputs and click on Initialize. This fills the constraint  

file with the relevant signals into the two tabs. 
 
 

 Set the following timing constraints: 
♦ Clock frequency of  80 MHz 

♦ click on the Clocks tab 
♦ check the enable box for clk 
♦ set Value to 80, Units to MHz 

 

 
 

 Save the constraints file as top.sdc, and add it to the project. 
 
26. Set the following attribute to infer RAMs as register file. 

 Click on the attributes tab 
 Drag and drop the mem[7:0] instance from the RTL view into the object field  
 Using the pulldown menu in the Attribute field, choose syn_ramstyle as the attribute 

 The value field for the attribute will be registers 
 

27. Save the constraint file (top.sdc) and the project top.prj and run. 
 
28. Inspect the Performance Summary in the log file.  
 
 What is the number of logic resources used for the design?______ 
  What is the number of register bits used for the design?_________ 
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 What is the estimated maximum frequency for clock “clk”? _______________ 
 
 
29.  Disable syn_ramstyle attribute for the mem[7:0] ram object. 
 
30. Implement the 12*8 multipler in EABs available in the Flex architecture. 
 Use the RTL view “Find dialog box” to find the “multiply” component. 
 Drag and drop it into the “object” field in the attribute tab in the constraint file. 
 Use the pulldown menu to select the “altera_implement_in_eab” attribute available for the flex 

devices. 
 The value will be “1” (boolean attribute meaning implement the component logic in an EAB 

instead of LUTs). 

 
31.  Save the constraint top.sdc and the project top.prj. Run the design 
 
32. Inspect the log file. 
 What is the number of logic resources used for the design?__________________ 
 What is the number of register bits used for the design?_______________ 
 What is the estimated maximum frequency for “clk”?_________________ 

 
33.  Turn off “Implement_in_eab” attribute for the multipler 
 
34. Edit the top.vhd file and change the generic LPM value from 0 to 1 
 
 This will synthesize the VHDL differently using LPM_MULT component instead of synthesizing 

the generic multiplier (“*”).  
 
35. Save the top.vhd file and run the project 
 
 Open the RTL view and find the lpm_mult component.   
 Double click on the selected lpm_mult component and it will show the corresponding component 

instantiation in the top.vhd file. 
 

36. Inspect the log file. 
 What is the number of logic resources used for the design?__________________ 
 What is the number of register bits used for the design?_______________ 
 What is the estimated maximum frequency for “clk”?_________________ 

 
37. Lock top level port addr[5:0] to pins P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6 in the flex10k30etc144-1 device 
 Click on the attributes tab in the SCOPE editor  
 Select addr[5:0] as the object using the pulldown menu   
 Using the pulldown menu in the Attribute field, choose altera_chip_pin_lc as the attribute 
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 The value field for the attribute will be @P1,@P2,@P3,@P4,@P5,@P6 
 Another option will be to use the Insert wizard to guide you in the constraint entry process. To use 

insert wizard right click the mouse on any field and select the wizard from the pulldown menu 
 
 
38.  The pin lock information is passed through to Maxplus2 with the EDIF netlist output. Open the EDIF 
netlist file and search for “chip_pin_lc” for pin locking information. 
 
39. Open the Technology View (HDL Analyst->Technology view option) 
 
40. Right click  in the technology view and choose “Flatten Selected Schematic” option  
 
41. Turn on critical path highlighting 

 HDL Analyst -> Show Critical Path 
Alternatively, click on quick access button  

 
42.  Isolate and filter the critical path 
 click on the quick access button 

 
 

43. From the  filtered view, inspect the critical path. What  part of the design does  the critical path 
belong to   (the source and destination signals of the critical path)?______________ 

 
44. What is the estimated frequency?________________ 

 
 

45.  Alter the maximum fanout for the high fanout net in the critical path. 
 Click on the attributes tab in SCOPE 
 Type in oper_b[*] as the object  (* is wildcard in tcl)  
 Using the pulldown menu in the Attribute field, choose syn_maxfan as the attribute 
 The value field for the attribute will be 16 (for loads not to exceed 16) 

 
29. Rerun the project and examine the Performance Summary in the log file. 

 What is the estimated maximum frequency ? _______________ 
 
30. Re-examine  the  critical path  in  the  Technology  View. What  part of the design  does  the  critical  

path belong to ?__________ 
 
31. Alter the maximum fanout for the high fanout net in the critical path. 

 Click on the attributes tab in SCOPE 
 Type in op_sel_reg[*] as the object  (* is wildcard in tcl)  
 Using the pulldown menu in the Attribute field, choose syn_maxfan as the attribute 
 The value field for the attribute will be 16 (for loads not to exceed 16) 

 
32. Rerun the project and examine the Performance Summary in the log file. 

 What is the estimated maximum frequency ? _______________ 
 What is the number of logic resources for the design?________ 
 What is the number of register bits for the design?__________ 
 What is the source and destimation of the critical path?  

 
33. Open the top.acf file for the constraint information that is passed to Altera’s place and route maxplus2 

tool. This contains all the timing information for Altera place and route. 
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LAB 2a: Demonstrating Synplify support for Virtex 
 
 
Objective: To Learn new SCOPE (Synthesis Constraint OPtimization Environment) 
features in Synplify 5.1.2. Get familiar with new Virtex features. To Learn how to 
add timing constraints and attributes to impact synthesis using SCOPE and HDL, 
and verify the results. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
After completing this lab, the user will be able to: 

• Infer Select RAMs  
• Use some of the new SCOPE features 
• Add constraints to infer different Virtex IO standards 
• Observe use of Virtex architectural features like MUXF5/F6, synchronous set/reset flip-flops 

 
The following design is that of an ALU block with an eight-bit 2-word data cache. The target frequency is 
90 MHz and the output dout is critical. The ALU gets its operands from the data cache and performs eight 
basic functions. 
 
Build a project, compile, and run 

46. Go to directory VHDL_Training\xilinx_lab\vhdl\ 
 

47. Open project file alu.prj or follow the steps below: 
 
Note: - Make sure that your design is targeting the XCV50PQ240, part with a speed grade:-6 
         - Add the file alu.vhd 
         - Make sure that FSM Compiler and Resource Sharing are enabled 
         - Verify that the frequency in the project window is “0” 

  
48. Run the project. 
 
49. Examine the Resource Usage Report in the log file: 

 How many Register bits not including I/Os are used? _______________ 
 How many RAM cells are used? __________________ 

 
50. Edit the alu.vhd file and make the following changes: 

 Line 15: Change MAX_ADDR from 1 to 63 
 Line 18: Change a_size from 1 to 6 

 
51. Re-run the project. 
 
52. Examine the Resource Usage Report in the log file: 

 How many Register bits not including I/Os are used? _______________ 
 What is the type of RAM inferred? ________________ 
 How many RAM cells are used? __________________ 

 
53. Create a new constraints file: 

 File->New 
 From the new window, select Constraint File (SCOPE) 

 
Or  
 Click on the quick access button  
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 On the Initialize New Constraint File window, select Clocks  

              and Inputs/Outputs and click on Initialize. This fills the constraint  
file with the relevant signals into the two tabs. 
 
 

 Set the following timing constraints: 
♦ Clock frequency of 150 MHz 

♦ click on the Clocks tab 
♦ check the enable box for clk 
♦ set Value to 150, Units to MHz 

 

 
 

 Save the constraints file as alu.sdc, and add it to the project. 
 
54. Save the project alu.prj and run. 

 
55. Inspect the Performance Summary in the log file.  

 What is the estimated maximum frequency? _______________ 
 
56. Open the Technology View 
 
57. Turn on critical path highlighting 

 HDL Analyst -> Show Critical Path 
Alternatively, click on quick access button  

 
58.  Isolate and filter the critical path 
 click on the quick access button 

 
 

59. From the  filtered view, inspect the critical path. What  part of the design does  the critical path 
belong to  ?______________ 
 

 
 
 

15. In order to modify the critical path, change the timing constraints by editing the alu.sdc as follows: 
 Select the Multi-Cycle Paths tab 
 Click on an empty field under the Port/Register column 
 Select result_reg[7:0] and set a multi-cycle path constraint of 2 cycles to the register result_reg. 
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16. Rerun the project and examine the Performance Summary in the log file. 
 What is the estimated maximum frequency ? _______________ 

 
17. Re-examine  the  critical path  in  the  Technology  View. What  part of the design  does  the  critical  

path belong to ?__________ 
 

18. As seen in the critical path above, there is a LUT between the registers for the enable and the  OBUFTs. 
One way to improve this path would be to move the LUTs to the previous cycle. In addition, by 
moving this logic,  it would be possible to  pack the registers inside the output pad. Make the following 
change to the alu.vhd file: 

 Line 17: Change the value of REPL from 0 to 1 
 

19. Re-run the project, and examine the Performance Summary in the log file: 
 What is the estimated maximum frequency ? _______________ 

 
20. Re-examine the critical path.  
 
21. In order to allow the registers of the enable and inputs of the OBUFTs to be packed into the output pad, 

Synplify replicates the enable register. To observe this: 
 

 Bring up the technology view 
 Click on the right mouse button and select Find 
 In the “Highlight Wildcard” section, type t_reg* 
 Click on the               button, then click on OK 
 Zoom in to see the replicated registers for the enable of OBUFT 
 Exit from the Technology view 

 

 
Examine the usage of MUXF5/MUXF6 primitives 

 
1. Change the clock frequency in alu.sdc to 200 MHz 
 
2. Rerun Synplify. 
 
3. Bring up the Technology view. 
 
4. Click on the right mouse button, and select Find. 
 
5. From the Symbols tab, select the MUXF6 symbol. 
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6. Zoom into the Technology View to see the implementation of an 8-to-1 Mux, using MUXF5 and 

MUXF6 primitives.  
 
Examine the use of synchronous set/reset flops  
 
1. Click on the right mouse button and select Find. 
 
2. From the Instances tab, select oper_a[0]. What is the primitive inferred?  _________ 
 
3. Double-click on the highlighted flip-flop in the technology view, to see the corresponding Verilog 

code.  
 
4. In the technology view, click on the right mouse button and select Find. 
 
5. From the Instances tab, select op_sel_reg[0]. What is the primitive inferred? __________ 
 
6. Double-click on the highlighted flip-flop in the technology view, to see the corresponding Verilog 

code.  
 
7. Exit from the technology view. 
 
Infer Block RAM 
 
1. Edit the alu.vhd file as follows: 

♦ Line 19: Change the value of BRAM from 0 to 1 
 

2. Edit the alu.sdc file as follows: 
♦ Go to the “Attributes” tab in the sdc file 
♦ Apply the syn_ramstyle attribute to mem[7:0] and assign it a value block_ram 
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3. Rerun Synplify. 
 
4. Examine the Resource Usage Report in the log file: 

 How many RAM cells are used? __________________ 
 What is the type of Ram inferrred? _________________ 

 
5. In order to view this in the Technology view: 

 Bring up the technology view 
 Click on the right mouse button and select Find 
 Go to the Symbols tab 
 In the “Highlight Wildcard” section, type RAMB4* 
 Click on the               button, then click on OK 
 Zoom in to see the RAM 
 Exit from the Technology view 

 
 
 
Apply xc_padtype/xc_clockbuftype attribute to infer different Virtex IO standards 
 
1. Edit the alu.vhd file and add the following attribute after line 33, to the output dout[7:0]: 

attribute xc_padtype of dout : signal is “OBUFT_PCI33_3”; 
 

2. Add a similar attribute to the input, din: 
attribute xc_padtype of din : signal is “IBUF_PCI33_5” ; 

 
3. Add the xc_clockbuftype attribute to the input, clk : 

attribute xc_clockbuftype of clk : signal is “BUFGDLL” ; 
 
4. Re-run the project. 
 
5. Bring up the technology view. 
 
6. Click on the right mouse button and select Find. 
 
7. From the Instances tab, select din_ibuf[0]. What is the kind of pad inferred for din[0] ? ___________ 
 
8. Following the same steps, select dout_obuft[0]. What is the kind of pad inferred for dout[0] ? 

________ 
 
9. Following the same steps, select clk_ibuf. What is the kind of pad inferred for clk ? ________ 
 
10. Exit from the Technology View, and alu.prj. 
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LAB 2b: Demonstrating scan instantiation for xilinx 
 
 
Objective: To Learn how to instantiate boundary scan component for xc4000xl 
devices. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Build a project, compile, and run 

60. Go to directory VHDL_Training\xilinx_lab\vhdl\ 
 

61. Open project file alu_bscan.prj or follow the steps below: 
 
Note: - Make sure that your design is targeting the XC4020XLBG256-09. 
         - Add the file alu_bscan.vhd 
         - Make sure that FSM Compiler and Resource Sharing are enabled 
         - Verify that the frequency in the project window is “0” 

  
62. Open the alu_bscan.vhd file and add the following library and use statements after the                               
use work.types.all statement 

 Library xc4000; 
 Use xc4000.components.all; 
 The above two lines specify where the boundary scan primtives are located. The file 

xc4000.vhd in SYNPLCTY\lib\xilinx is the package that contains all the xilinx specific 
primitives/macros which one can use to instantiate in the design VHDL file. 

 
4. Declare the following signals in the alu_bscan.vhd file 
 

signal TCK_P, TDI_P, TMS_P, TDO_P : STD_LOGIC; 
 
5. Instantiate the BSCAN component along with the test pins anywhere inside the architecture of the alu 

design. 
  U0: BSCAN port map (TDO  => TDO_P,  
             TDI => TDI_P, 

                                    TMS  => TMS_P,  
                                                                  TCK => TCK_P, 
                                   DRCK => open,  
             IDLE => open, 
                                   SEL1 => open,  
             SEL2 => open, 
                                                                 TDO1 => '0',  
             TDO2 => '0'); 
 
       U1: TDI port map (I => TDI_P); 
 
                   U2: TCK port map (I => TCK_P); 
 
                    U3: TMS port map (I => TMS_P); 
 
                   U4: TDO port map (O => TDO_P); 
 
6.  Run the design. 
7. Open the Technology view and use the Find dialog box to find the instantiated boundary scan 

component. 
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Synplify 5.1.2 Update Lab 
 

The labs will use the following files: 
Adder.vhd 
Subtract.vhd 
Top.vhd 
Top.prj 

 
 Start Synplify  
 File - Open Project - top.prj 
 The device should be : 4002xlpc84-09 
 Output should be edif 
 FSM if OFF 
 Resource Sharing is ON 

 
1) Working with 5.1.2 SCOPE, constraints grid 

a) Using the Insert Wizard of SCOPE 
i) Under the Synthesize menu, do a Compile Only 
ii) To create a constraint grid, hit the SCOPE button 

 

 
iii) Synplify will ask if you want to Initialize New Constraint File, do NOT 

initialize, but click the Skip button. 
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iv) Hold the Right Mouse Button (RMB) down over any field in the clock 
pane and hit Insert Wizard. 

v) Highlight clk and clk2 using the Left Mouse Button (LMB) combined 
with either the shift or ctrl key. 

vi) Use the  to move them to the Selected window. 
vii) Hit Next 
viii) Select "Constraint Status" to Enabled 
ix) Hit Finish 
x) Experiment in the different panes (ie clocks, input/outputs, etc) 
xi) Exit WITHOUT saving. 

 
 

b) Using the Constraints Initialization 
i) Again, hit the SCOPE button to create a constraint gird. 
ii) This time, hit Initialize. 
iii) Note that the clocks, clock to clock and inputs/outputs constraint fields are 

already filed in.  Do not enable the clocks, leave this disabled. 
iv) Move through each of the panes (ie clocks, registers, etc) and activate the 

drop down menus to see what fields are initialized for you. 
v) Note in the attributes section, as you scroll to the bottom of the attributes, 

that Xilinx specific attributes are shown.  Theses will change according to the 
target technology. 

vi) Do a File -- Save and give the file any name you wish. 
vii) When you okay the save, a window will pop up asking if you want the 

constraints file added to the source file list, click Yes.   This will add the 
constraints file to the source file list. 

 
 

viii) Save the project. 
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2) Working with the HDL Analyst 

a) The RTL View 
i) With the project file now saved, hit the RUN button. 
ii) When the compile is complete, you can now view the RTL view of the 

design.  This is done with either the HDL Analyst - RTL View or with the 
below icon 

 
 
 
 

iii) With the RTL view up, select the comparitor (<) with the LMB.  This will 
cause the Filter On Selected Gates icon to become active.  Note if you select 
the Comparitor from the hierarchy browser (as opposed to on the schematic), 
you will have to active the schematic portion of the RTL view.   One way to 
do this is to zoom in on the selected device with the zoom once feature. 

 

 
 
 

iv) Click on the Filter On Selected Gates button to filter the comparitor onto 
its own sheet.  Toggle the Filter On Selected Gates to return to the full sheet 
view. 

v) With the comparitor on its own sheet, select the top input with the LMB.   
Hold down the RMB to get a menu.  Select Select Net Driver.   This will show 
that the input is being driven by an adder. 

vi) Make sure the top input of the comparitor is still selected.  Using the RMB 
select Select Net Instances.   This will show that the adder output also feed a 
mux.  Note that there are shortcut keys for the various tracing functions. 

vii) With the LMB, select the output of the mux.  Hit 'e' on the keyboard, this 
is the shortcut for expand.  This expands the mux forward to show its output 
begin driven into a DFF 

viii) Use the undo icon  to remove this selection. 
 

 
 

RTL View

Undo            Redo
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ix) With the LMB, select the 'a' input of the adder and hit 'd' on the keyboard 

(shortcut for select net driver).  This will show a mux. 
x) Select the top input of the mux and hit 'd'. 
xi) Using the LMB, double click the comparitor.  This will take you back to 

the section of the code that created the comparitor.  Note that is being driven 
by a signal named "into_gt". 

xii) Unfilter the schematic. 
xiii) With the LMB, click in the white-space to deselect everything. 
xiv) Manipulate the windows so that you can see both the RTL view and 

top.vhd 
xv) Using the LMB, highlight sections of the code and see that the 

corresponding structure for that code is highlighted. 
xvi) With a section of code highlighted, hold down  the RMB.  This shows you 

the list of sheets that the structure is on and an option to filter the selected 
gates onto a separate sheet.  In our case, the structure only appears on one 
page.  In real designs, the structure will be within hierarchy and across 
multiple sheets. Selecting a sheet will take you to that location.   Then you can 
filter the schematic. 

xvii) Close the top.vhd window. 
xviii) Maximize the RTL view. 
xix) Note the functions of the following icons: 

 
 
 
 

xx) Use the following to push into hierarchy and change sheet pages. 

 
 
 

xxi) Use the Push/pop to push down into the adders or subtractors.. 
xxii) Make sure you are at the top level of the RTL view (with push/pop or by 

closing out the current RTL view and generating a new one). 
xxiii) Using the RMB or the main HDL Analyst menu, select Flatten Selected 

Schematic.  Note that the hierarchy has been removed.   This can also be 
handy when you want to trace a signal through different levels of hierarchy. 

xxiv) Close the RTL view. 
 

Zooms in once Zooms in full 

Zooms in with a 
box.  Toggle off.

Zooms off with a 
box.  Toggle off. 

Push/Pop      Previous Sheet     Next Sheet 
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b) The Technology View 

i) Using the icon, open the Technology View 

 
 
 
 
 

ii) Zoom in on an item.  Note that the design has now been mapped into 
Xilinx primitives. 

iii) Using the push/Pop icon, push into FMAPs or Carry/Cascade primitives to 
see the function that was implemented. 

iv) Use the sheet buttons to move from sheet to sheet. 

 
 
 
 
 

v) Hold down the RMB.  On this menu select Find.  This brings up a find 
menu that is active for the current view (either a given level of hierarchy that 
you have pushed into, or a filtered schematic view). 

vi) Close the find view. 
vii) Move to the right hand side of the current sheet and zoom in on a port that 

looks like the below: 

 
This is an off-sheet connector.  Select the net leading up to it.  Then hold 
down the RM B to show a list of sheets that is goes to.  Select a sheet.  You 
will be taken to that page. 

TECH View

Push/Pop      Previous Sheet     Next Sheet 
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viii) Find an instance that is connected to an off-sheet connector such as that 

below: 

 
 

ix) With the LMB, select the net (the net going into I2 in this case). 
x) Hold down the RMB and select Goto Net Driver.   This will take you to 

whatever is driving that net. 
xi) Make sure you are at the top level of the Technology View (either use the 

Push/Pop button or close the tech view  and open a new one. 
xii) Hit the Show Critical Path icon. 

 

 
 
 

xiii) Next hit the Filter On Selected Gates icon. 
xiv) This will filter out the critical path for you.  If you hold the mouse over an 

instance, you will see information about that instance, (delay through that 
instance, slack time, other information like RLOC - a Xilinx place and route 
directive). 

 
Note that showing the critical path is relative to the level of hierarchy you are 
in.  If you have a technology view that is hierarchical (this is dependent on the 
target technology and the output format) you many need to Flatten Selected 
Schematic.   This option can be found under the RMB menu, or under the 
main HDL Analyst menu.   This can also be hand in the RTL view when you 
want to trace a signal through different levels of hierarchy. 

xv) Note that the output of the a_or_pass mux goes through an adder  and then 
into the greater than (compare) function.   We will use syn_keep and a multi-
cycle path constraint to remove this path from the timing analyzer as it is a 
mutli-cycle path. 

xvi) Close the TECH View. 
 
3) Using syn_keep 
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a) Adding a syn_keep 
i) Bring up an RTL view of the design. 
ii) Double click on the compare (<). 
iii) Find the signal definition for "into_gt" (CTRL-f will bring up a find box, 

your mouse must be over the schematic portion and that portion must be 
active). 

iv) Add a syn_keep attribute to the into_gt as follows: 
 

Attribute syn_keep of into_gt : signal is true; 
 
Note that you did not have to define the attribute because of the following 
library and use clause at the top of top.vhd: 
 
Library synplify; 
Use synplify.attributes.all; 
 
The source file for this can be found at 
~synplcty/lib/vhdl_sim/synplfy.vhd 
 

v) Make the project window active and do a Compile Only. 
vi) Close the old RTL view and generate a new one. 
vii) Note the buffer on "into_gt".  If you hold the mouse over that a tool tip 

will come up and you will see that it is a keepbuf.  You can also use the Find 
menu, looking under Symbols, to locate the keepbuf. 

viii) Bring up the constraints grid (double click on the constraint file in the 
source file window). 

ix) Select the Multi-cycle Paths pane. 
x) Make the RTL View and the Constraints grid both visible with the RTL 

view on top.  Left click in the RTL View to make the window active.  Now 
select, and drag-and-drop the syn_keep buffer into the Port/Register field of 
the Multi-Cycle Path pane.  This is another method of getting items into the 
constraints grid. 

xi) Select the type to be "through" and give it a value of 4 cycles. 
xii) Return to the project window and hit run.   The constraints grid will be 

automatically save. 
xiii) Using either the log file or the technology view, filtered critical path, 

observe that the path from add_res_ab is no longer in the critical path, but that 
the multiplier is now in the critical path. 

xiv) Close everything but the project file. 
 
4) Using Clock to Clock constraints 

a) Open and RTL View 
b) Select the multiplier and filter it onto its own sheet 
c) Trace the inputs and the outputs 
d) Note that the inputs 'f' and 'g' are fed into DFFs that are controlled by "clk". 
e) Note that the multout DFF is controlled by clk2. 
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f) We will now use a clock to clock constraint to identify the period of this path 
controlled by the rising edge of clk to the rising edge of clk2. 

g) Open up the constraints grid and select the "clock to clock" pane. 
h) Enable the constraints for clk rise to clk2 rise and assign it a value of 30 Ns. 
i) Activate the project window and hit run. 
j) When it is done, open the TECH view and filter the critical path. 
k) Note that the critical path is now from inputs 'd' and 'e' through the adder and 

the compare.   The multiplier is no longer in the critical path. 
l) You have now correctly isolated the critical path. 

 
 
This is the end of the lab. 
 

 
 
 

5) Using attributes 
6) Using syn_keep 
7) Using Clock to Clock Constraints 
8) Understanding I/O Constraints 
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Synthesizing Your Design With Synplify 
 

This document is intended to help you get started with Synplify while maximizing the 
results you want for your circuit.    The major sections are an overview of the steps to run 
Synplify, more detail on Clocks, Clock-to-Clock and Multi-cycle path constraints and 
advanced steps for tuning the Synplify process.   Finally there is a section on using the 
HDL Analyst, directives and attributes and understanding input and output delays. 
 

Process Overview 
 

Synplify is designed to get you the best overall circuit performance as a tradeoff between 
area and performance with a minimal amount of effort on your part.    This flow chart 
will direct you through a few simple steps to help you reach your goals quickly. 
 
Synplify is a timing based synthesis tool.   That is, its algorithms are directed by the 
timing requirements of your design.    The more information you provide to Synplify 
about your design’s timing domains, the better job Synplify can do. 
 
The basic items that inform Synplify how to focus on your design’s timing are as follows: 
• Symbolic FSM – Turn this ON to get better circuit performance. 

When ON, Synplify looks for State Machines in your design.  It does a state machine 
analysis and optimization and encodes them as onehot.  

• Resource Sharing – Turn this OFF to get better circuit performance. 
When OFF Synplify will not share arithmetic functions in your design thus 
potentially getting better performance.  

• Identify your clocks  
If your design has multiple clocking schemes, you can use a combination of the 
constraints file and the default frequency as set on the project form to specify all of 
the clock domains in your design.   The frequency you set on the project form is the 
default that is applied to all signals in the design that are clocking registers that you 
have not defined in the constraints file. 

• Identify any Clock-to-Clock constraints 
If your design has signals that cross clock domains, you can instruct Synplify through 
the constraints file that these paths are false and should not be considered during 
timing driven synthesis or you may specify the period of the controlling clock edges. 

• Identify any multi-cycle paths 
If the design has multi-cycle paths in it or paths that you do not want Synplify to 
consider during timing based synthesis, you may identify these in the constraints file. 
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Decision Flow Chart

NO 

START 
This assumes you already 
have a design and that 
Synplify is installed and

Add Sources 
Files 
Place top level 

Select Target 
The Speed 
Grade does 

My FPGA

State Machines 
Do you want Synplify 
to identify and 
optimize state 
machines for

Yes 

A
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Yes

Yes

NO 

NO 

Under the Synthesis menu, do 
a Compile Only (Hotkey F7)

Clocks 
Does the design have 
more than 1 clock 
(including derived or 
gated clocks)?

Resource 
Sharing 

Are you trying to get 

Set the default frequency in the Project.

A 

B 

View Log File 
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B

Hit the SCOPE  button to create a 
Constraint Grid 

Initialize the Constraints. 
When the grid comes up, save it.   Synplify will ask if you 
want to add it to the source file list, say yes. 

Enter timing constraints for clocks, clock-to-clock 
information and multi-cycle path information. 
 
The next section of the document will discuss these 
constraints in more detail. 

View Log File 
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Clock Constraints 
 
In describing the timing of your design, clock, clock-to-clock and multi-cycle path 
constraints can have a significant impact on Synplify’s ability to focus on the true critical 
path of your design as well as get the smallest area.    The most important information 
you can impart to Synplify is the performance of each clock domain in your design.    
This includes not only top level clocks, but also derived clocks, gated clocks or other 
signals in your design acting as clocks. 
 
Synplify will apply the default frequency you set on the project interface to all the signals 
in the design that are clocking logic that you have not specifically identified.   This can be 
handy if you have two top level clocks, one running at 50Mhz and one at 33Mhz, while 
further inside the design are some 1 or 2 Mhz clocks.   In this case, the default frequency 
should be set to 1 or 2 Mhz and the main clocks identified in the constraints file. 
 
Here is an example of some clocking situations.    This design has two top level clocks, 
clk and ins_clk.   When the constraints file is initialized, they are identified and the 
default frequency is applied to them.   Note that the default is set to 8Mhz.    Setting the 
default to a small value indicates that all other portions of the design should be optimized 
for area. 

 
Now set the clocks to the frequency you want and enable them. 
 

 
There are three other clocking situations in this design.   One is a divided clock off a 
register, one is a gated clock and the last is some unregistered logic in the design.  The 
default frequency of 8Mhz will be applied to the unregistered logic.   This will show up 
as a “System” clock in the log file.
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To identify the divided clock to Synplify, use the RTL View of the HDL Analyst to 
locate the register.   Then drag-and-drop that register into the clock pane of the 
constraints file and identify this as being 25Mhz (half of clk).  You can also type in the 
hierarchical path name. 
 

 
The more interesting clocking situation is a gated clock in the design.    In order to attach 
a clock to the signal coming off an inferred AND gate, a synthesis directive called a 
syn_keep (see on-line help for me details) is used.   A syn_keep is a directive that is 
placed on signals/wires.   This creates a “virtual buffer” (see RTL View below).  Or you 
may refer to this as a “synthesis handle” because it creates a handle to which you can 
attach attributes like clock definitions or multi-cycle paths.   Once this “synthesis handle” 
is established you can view it in the RTL view and drag-and-drop the keepbuf into the 
clock SCOPE pane to identify it as a clock. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The other value of a syn_keep is that is guarantees the net named to be maintained.   This 
can be helpful when probing internal nets or to stop the collapse of nets due to 
optimization.   Defining your clock domains is the most important thing you can do for 
Synplify.   Do not over-constrain your clocks.  Keep the value within 5%-10% of the 
actual target.   

Drag and Drop 

keepbuf
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Clock-to-Clock Constraints 
 
While most designs do not have signals that cross the domains of two different clocks, 
this does exist.   Synplify can help address signals such as these.   An example might be a 
set of signals that are controlled by the rising edge of CLKA and the falling edge of 
CLKB.   In most cases these signals are to be ignored during the timing driven synthesis.   
To do this, use the clock-to-clock pane of SCOPE and identify these paths as being 
“false.”   You can also use this pane to describe the period of signals controlled by those 
clock edges. 
 

 
Multi-Cycle Paths 

 
More frequently than clock-to-clock constraints, the multi-cycle path constraint is used.   
In this case you are identifying to Synplify that certain paths are allowed multiple clock 
cycles to complete and should not be considered in the single clock-cycle timing based 
synthesis.    Multi-cycle paths can originate “from” registers, may go “to” registers or 
may go through a single net.   The multi-cycle path constraint can also be used to identify 
“false” paths.   Not directly with the work “false” as in clock-to-clock constraints, but 
simply by setting the cycle multiplier to a high number (e.g. 100). 
 
Multi-Cycle paths are identified in SCOPE.    The simplest are paths that either start or 
end at a register.   You can drag-and-drop the register, use the pull-down menu or type in 
the full hierarchical name by hand.   Keep in mind that all names in SCOPE are CASE-
SENSITIVE regardless of whether you are coding VHDL or Verilog.   This is because 
the constraints are actually done in the TCL language which is case sensitive.  You can 
edit the constraints file (e.g. foo.sdc) with a text editor.   If you select it in the project 
window and hold down the right mouse button, you will see a selection for “edit as text” 
and you can view and edit the constraints in this manner. 
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Of specific interest is the multi-cycle path “through” constraint.   As an example, the 
below filtered RTL view shows a partial circuit where the signals longk, fsr, ”00000000”, 
pc, status, PortA and PortB must all propagate to the registers ALUB and ALUA in one 
clock cycle.   However, reg_fout is allowed two clock cycles.   Let’s say that in this case 
Synplify sees the path from reg_fout to ALUB as a critical path.   We want to tell 
Synplify that it gets two cycles to propagate.   We could place a multi-cycle path “to” on 
ALUB, however, this would also cause the other signals to be allowed two clock cycles, 
which is not correct.   

 
Instead, we will use the syn_keep (i.e. keepbuf) to identify that specific net and then 
place a multi-cycle path “through” constraint on it.   As you can see above, a syn_keep 
was added and named reg_fout_keep.   This allowed us to single out this net as below: 
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Advanced Tips for Tuning the Synplify Process 
 

The vast majority of the time, identifying the clocks and multi-cycle/false paths are all 
that is needed to get the best results.    Occasionally, it is necessary to tune the Synplify 
synthesis process.    Recalling that Synplify is timing driven, it is important to ensure that 
Synplify and the place-and-route tool are both working on the same critical path.   
Pursuing this flow is only necessary if the design is not meeting timing. 
 
The basic flow looks like this: 
 

Using the right mouse button, access 
the submenu and select “Flatten 
Selected Schematic.” This allows 
signals to be traced across all levels 
of the hierarchy. 

Run Synplify with 
timing constraints set. 

Examine the critical path reported 
by Synplify either in the 
technology view or in the log file.  
For multi-clock designs,  look for 
the clock with the worst (most 
negative) slack.   This is also the 
path that will be shown in the 
technology view of the HDL 
Analyst.  Note its start and end 
points. 

Run the design through place-
and-route.   Then run the place-
and-route tool’s timing 
analysis.   Examine the critical 
path reported for the given 
clock in question. Note its start 

d d

Generate A Technology View 

How To View the Critical Path

Select the “Show Critical Path” icon. 

Then select “Filter on Selected Gates” to filter 
out the critical path. 

No Need to back annotate. 

Add 
incremental 
routing delay 
to either the 
start or end 
point. 

Is the critical 
path the place 
and route tool is 

ti th

YES 

NO
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As the flowchart suggests, what you are looking for is a correlation between the place-
and-route (P&R) tool and Synplify regarding the critical path.   If P&R sees the critical 
path as going from alu.dffa to decode.dffb while Synplify is predicting the path from 
spec_reg.dffr to dtc.dffc then it is necessary to ensure Synplify is optimizing the same 
path as the P&R tool.    Adding additional route delay does this. 
 
 

 
 
In the registers pane of SCOPE you can identify decode.dffb and add a small incremental 
amount of route delay.   It is only necessary to add enough delay to raise the criticality of 
this path.  Be careful not to overload the path.   The added route delay will cause Synplify 
to focus on this path.   Then you can proceed again to P&R to determine the effect.   
Typically this process is only necessary once, occasionally twice. 
 
Another item to observe on critical paths is fanout.  If you look in the log file at a critical 
path for a clock in question, observe the fanout column.   You can limit the fanout on a 
given net with the syn_maxfan attribute.   Synplify will automatically replicate logic to 
reduce the fanout (be sure to review syn_maxfan in the help for device specific 
limitations). 
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Using The HDL Analyst  
 

The HDL Analyst provides graphical debug views of your design at two different stages 
of the Synplify process.    
 
 RTL View  
 This view shows the design after the compile stage.   During the compile stage the 

HDL is synthesized.   That is, the structure that the language implies is extracted.  
The RTL View displays your design code with generic, structural style symbols.  
This way you can examine the RTL View to see how your code was interpreted. 
 You will not see target specific components at this stage.  This stage is generic 

and some items will be represented in a generic fashion.  An example would be a 
DFF with synchronous reset.   This would be displayed as the reset signal acting 
as a select signal on a 2-to-1 mux on the input of the DFF.   This mux would 
select between the data and 0.    The reason it is modeled this way is at the RTL 
stage the target is not yet considered and the target may or may not have a 
synchronous reset DFF. 

 Technology View 
 This view shows the design after the mapping stage.  During the mapping stage an 

optimization and mapping engine is invoked that has been specifically written for 
your target architecture.  In this way it can determine whether the target has a 
synchronous reset DFF and will map the RTL structure accordingly.   
 In the technology view you can see exactly how the RTL structure was 

implemented. 
 In the technology view you can view the critical path. 

 
 
The RTL View and the Technology View can be generated from the HDL Analyst menu 
or via the RTL and Technology View Icons. 

 

RTL View

TECH View 
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The RTL View will show all of the hierarchy of your design.  It is available after the 
compile stage. You can use the hierarchy browser to traverse the design hierarchy. 
 

 
You can also traverse the hierarchy through the schematic using the zoom icons, the 
push/pop icon and the next/previous sheet icon. 

Zoom in over 
selected location 

Zoom in with drag 
box, toggle on/off 

Zoom out with drag 
box, toggle on/off Zoom full Push / Pop

Next / Previous sheet

This generates the RTL View 

Pushing into 
the ALU. 
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The HDL Analyst and your code are tightly linked.   That is, you can double click on a 
selection in your RTL or Tech View and it will take you to the section of code from 
which it was generated.   If a current RTL View is available, you can select a section of 
code with the left mouse button and the corresponding RTL gates for that code will be 
highlighted in the RTL View.   This is depicted below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To cross-probe from code to the RTL View, you must first have an RTL view generated.   
Then, select a section of code using the left mouse button.   Frequently, the level of 
hierarchy that contains the corresponding structure is distributed among several pages.    
If you hold down the right mouse button over your selected text you will get a listing of 
the sheets over on which the logic is spread.   Simply select one of those sheets and that 
sheet will be selected automatically in the RTL View. 
 
 

By double clicking this PMUX, the HDL Analyst takes you to the section of 
code from which it was generated.   In this example, the PMUX is generated 
from the VHDL case statement shown. 

Select code with left mouse 
button Use right mouse button to 

access this menu and select 
a sheet.   The selected code 
is contained within 1 sheet 
in this case. 

UC_ALU.Sheet1 
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Once you have selected a sheet, that sheet is displayed in the RTL view as below.  
Usually your selection will be over multiple sheets.  In order to view just the 
corresponding structure for your code selection, use the “filter on selected gates” icon to 
filter the selected gates onto their own schematic page.  You may toggle the “filter on 
selected gates” icon to return to the previous schematic view. 
 

This is the corresponding structure 

“Filter on selected gates” places the selected elements on their own, isolated 
sheet. 
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The Technology View is available when the mapping stage has completed.  It is a 
schematic representation of the netlist that has been generated for the place-and-route tool.   
In this view you can see how the RTL code was mapped into the device LUTs, etc.  You 
can also view the critical path for the chip. 
 This generates the Technology View 

As in the RTL View, you can use the push/pop icon to browse through the hierarchy.  Additionally, 
you can push into lookup tables to examine the function that was mapped into them. 
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With the Technology view, you can trace the critical path through your design.  This 
process takes a few steps as outlined here: 
 
1. Generate a Technology View 
2. Flatten the Technology View.   This allows signals to be traced through all levels of 

the hierarchy. This must be done at the top level of the Technology View.  You will 
know you are at the top level by the name in the upper left-hand corner of the 
Technology View window. This can also be done in the RTL view. 

3. Select the “show critical path” icon. 
4. Select the “filter on selected gates” 
 
These steps will filter out the critical path of the design and place timing numbers above 
each element.  Here are the steps:  

Generate A Technology View 

Select the “Show Critical Path” icon. 

Then select “Filter on Selected Gates” to filter 
out the critical path. 

Using the right mouse button, access 
the submenu and select “Flatten 
Selected Schematic.” This allows 
signals to be traced across all levels 
of the hierarchy. 
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The critical path displayed is the path with the worst (most negative, or smallest positive) 
slack of all your clock domains.   That is, if you have three clock domains and the worst 
clock domain has a slack of –2.4ns, this is the path that will be displayed in the Tech 
View when you follow these steps.   The timing numbers above each element are the 
accumulative delay through that point, including estimated routing delay based on fanout.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Because Synplify is careful to maintain the names extracted from your code, it is easy to 
follow the mapping of the logic from RTL to TECH View.   Registers are typically a very 
good starting point when tracing signals. 

RTL

TECH
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Within both the RTL View and the Technology View you can trace signals.   This is done 
using a combination of the “filter on selected gates” function and other functions 
available through a submenu that is activated by the right mouse button.    You can trace 
signals at a single level of hierarchy or across the entire design.   To trace through all 
levels of hierarchy across the design, you must first flatten the top level schematic. 
 
Here are two helpful items when looking at the HDL Analyst.   Below is shown and off-
sheet connector.  If you hold the right mouse button over and off-sheet connector, you 
will get a list of the other sheets on which you will find it.  You can then select a sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you are viewing a net on a given sheet, you can select that net, then use the right mouse 
button to select “goto net driver” which will take you to the element that is driving that 

net. 

Off-sheet connector 

Use right mouse button over the off-
sheet connector to go to another sheet 
that it connects to. 

Sheet 8

Sheet 1
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Starting with a filtered gate allows you to selectively create a schematic while tracing just 
the signals you want. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With your selected gate now filtered, you can access tracing commands from the 
submenu. 
 

Begin by selecting a gate (either in the Technology or the 
RTL view).   Then filter this gate to place it on its own 
schematic.  You can select multiple items with a drag box or 
by using the control key with the left mouse button. 

1. Select 

2. Filter

The HDL Analyst and 
the right mouse button 
submenu also contain 
these commands. 

The Filtered Gate Tracing commands 

un22 

un_10[1:0] 
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Selecting the output of the and gate, use the “Expand” command from the submenu to see 
what this gate drives: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is an example of using “Select Net Driver” and “Select Net Instances.”   “Select Net 
Driver” adds the driver of a given net (or input) to the filtered schematic.  “Select Net 
Instances” will then add in all the instances on that net.  There is full undo and redo 
available as well (see below). 
 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Select an input 

Driver

Net Instances 
There is also and undo / redo icon .
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Directives and Attributes 
 
Synplify also makes use of directives and attributes that affect the way your design is 
synthesized (during the compile stage) and optimized (during the map stage).   The 
difference is directives must go in the code as they affect the compile stage and how 
structure is actually implied.   Attributes can go in SCOPE or in the code as well.   There 
are two types of attributes as well, target specific attributes and non-target specific 
attributes.   It is strongly advised that you review the directives and attributes section of 
the language you are using in the Synplify on-line help. 
 

 
 
 
 
Also you should review the help section for your specific device target.  In that section 
you will find a section named “device-specific attributes” where “device” is the vendor 
you have chosen. 
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Input and Output Delays 
 
It is important that you understand the role of input and output delays as they apply to 
Synplify.    In the concern of input signals arriving at the input of registers or outputs of 
registers propagating to the outputs, it is important to recognize where the constraint will 
have the proper effect.   That is in synthesis or place-and-route. 
 
From a synthesis engine point of view, what it can do is minimize any logic between an 
input and a register or between a register and an output.   If there is no logic between 
those points, the synthesis engine will not be able to impact the constraint.   The 
constraint is therefore a place-and-route constraint.  In this case it is important to 
minimize the route between those two points. 
 
In the log file you will find a section for the interface.   This section reports required 
times, arrival times, slack and user constraint information for inputs and outputs 
according to the register that they are driving to or driven from and the clock which 
controls that register.    
 
Inputs 
 
A typical log file report for input ports likes like the below.   Let’s identify where each 
number is derived and the role that an input_delay in SCOPE plays in that calculation. 

 
The below diagram illustrates the various elements that go into calculating the fields of 
the log file. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Setup Time Intrinsic Delay DFFData1[0] 

CLK 

User Delay

Total Delay Arrival time

Required Time 

Slack 
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Synplify examines the data1[0] and determines that it feeds a register that is controlled by 
“clk” (the reference clock).   In this case, the period for clk was set at 10ns.   Thus 
data1[0] is require at the input a certain time after the controlling edge of clock so that it 
may propagate to the register in time for the next controlling edge.   The required time is 
determined as such: 
 
 
 
 
This can be seen as: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  
 
In the “Inputs/Outputs” pane of SCOPE  an input_delay of 3ns is then added to data1[0]. 

 
The result of the input_delay is to indicate that data1[0] is now arriving 3ns later than the 
default 0ns.   Thereby reducing the slack margin available.   The log file below reflects 
these changes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Required Time  = clock period –  (intrinsic + setup time) 

Delays
4ns

Required Time
6ns

10ns 
Clock period 

Arrival time 
3ns Intrinsic Delay

4ns 

Slack 
3ns 

Required Time 6ns 
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Outputs 
 
A typical log file report for output ports likes like the below.   Let’s identify where each 
number is derived and the role that an output_delay in SCOPE plays in that calculation. 
The required time is derived from the period of the reference clock for the register minus 
any user delay.  The arrival time is the clock to output time plus intrinsic delay.   The 
slack then is the required time minus the arrival time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this initial case, since the User Constraint is set to 0ns, the Required Time is equal to 
the clock period.  The arival time of 3.7ns is the sum of the clock-to-output delay and the 
intrinsic delay leaving a slack margin of 6.3ns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the “Inputs/Outputs” pane of SCOPE an output_delay of 3ns is then added to outp[0]. 

Arrival time 3.7ns 

Required Time 10ns 

Slack 6.3ns

CLK 

Outp[0]

DFF 

QD

CLK 

 Clock 
To 

output 
 Intrinsic Delay User Delay 

Required Time

Arrival Time Slack
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The result of the output_delay is to reduce the required time, thus reducing the available 
slack.   The resultant log file change is shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 

Arrival time
3.7ns

Required Time 7 ns 

Slack 3.3ns

CLK 

User Constraint 3ns


